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	BOWE GROUP
Under the umbrella of the BOWE GROUP, three specialized divisions offer integrated automation technology and smart IoT software solutions that are made in Europe and specifically tailored to your industry.
MORE ABOUT BOWE GROUP

	BOWE SYSTEC
Secure, efficient and flexible solutions for document and mail processing and plastic card mailing as well as letter and mixed mail sorting.
MORE ABOUT BOWE SYSTEC

	BOWE IQ
Whether machine control, process optimization or Track & Trace: smart IoT software solutions along the entire supply chain make your business fit for the future.
MORE ABOUT BOWE IQ
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SCALABLE 
 SORTERS

###BREADCRUMB###



Sorting systems from BOWE INTRALOGISTICS convert complex intralogistics flows into efficient processes. In order to route parcels, orders or vital production materials to recipients quickly and reliably, sorting centers need flexible and efficient solutions to help optimize and automate processes and shorten lead times. This is what sorting systems from BOWE INTRALOGISTICS do. Our modular sorting systems offer fully automated processing. Their space-saving design and variety of possible uses turn our sorting systems into efficient intralogistics solutions at the heart of any modern operation, hub, distribution center or depot ensuring rapid order processing and fast operational flows. The capabilities of our sorting solutions and their use of different sorting technologies mean they are able to deliver a gentle and reliable sorting process while covering a very broad range of applications and volumes. This broad processing spectrum is a major plus point of our sorters along with their scalability. Nothing stops them, not even round, polywrapped or unusually shaped items and parcels. We also have the perfect sorting technology for hanging and flat items. A wealth of options means that they can be configured very flexibly to offer the right solution for all requirements and location constraints. Our sorters are precisely tailored to meet your specific requirements, because standard designs just don’t do the business. BOWE INTRALOGISTICS sorting systems are controlled by the fully integrated and intuitive sorting software or the BOWE IQ Warehouse Control System (WCS). Intelligently networked, interfaced to a BOWE IQ Warehouse Management System (WMS) and combined with leading automation technologies and conveyors, BOWE INTRALOGISTICS sorters open up new possibilities for your logistics or parcel sorting center. Optimize your processes with an energy efficient sorting system from BOWE INTRALOGISTICS!
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PURE FLEXIBILITY & EFFICIENCY 
 OPTISORTER HORIZONTAL
###BREADCRUMB###

UNIQUE PUSH-TRAY TECHNOLOGY
LOOP SORTER FOR HIGH SORTING VOLUMES
SORTS A WIDE VARIETY OF ITEMS
MODULAR, FLEXIBLE DESIGN

Details about OptiSorter Horizontal







TOP PERFORMANCE ON LIMITED SPACE 
 OptiSorter Vertical
###BREADCRUMB###

PUSH-TRAY TECHNOLOGY
SORTS A WIDE VARIETY OF ITEMS
COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO A LINEAR SORTER
COMPACT CONFIGURATION

Details about OptiSorter Vertical







SPLIT-TRAY &  
 DOUBLE SPLIT-TRAY SORTER
###BREADCRUMB###

BOMB-BAY SORTER TECHNOLOGY
IDEAL FOR SORTING LIGHT GOODS
DOUBLE SPLIT-TRAY: 2x THROUGHPUT, SAME SPACE

Details about Split-Tray & Double Split-Tray Sorter







E-Comm & Omnichannel made simple 
 Pouch Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###

Space-saving overhead conveyor
Ideal for high volumes
Multi-stage sorting
Efficient returns handling

Details about Pouch Sorter







Flexible Powerhouse 
 Swivel Wheel Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###

Efficient solution for medium volumes
Sorts large, heavy goods easily
Quick installation
Easy maintenance

Details about Swivel Wheel Sorter







Efficient sorting all down the line 
 Pusher Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###

Pusher Technology
Linear design, small space requirements
Ideal for small & medium-sized items
Easy installation & servicing

Details about Pusher Sorter







Quick installation, fast ROI 
 Pop-Up Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###

Double-sided sorting
Versatile sorting system
Ideal for small & medium volumes
Easy installation & servicing

Details about Pop-Up Sorter







Cost-efficiency redefined 
 Arm Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###

Efficient solution for small volumes
Perfect entry-level solution
Fast installation
Easy servicing & maintenance

Details about Arm Sorter















PLANNING, CONSULTING AND SUPPORT:  CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS THAT EXACTLY FIT TO YOUR NEEDS
###BREADCRUMB###
CONTACT US







GAINING AN EDGE THROUGH THE 
 THE RIGHT SORTER TECHNOLOGY
###BREADCRUMB###
Automated sorting systems from BOWE INTRALOGISTICS convert complex intralogistics flows into efficient processes. Whether picking goods, automated package and parcel sorting, distribution, efficient returns management or simple materials handling: the extensive capabilities of sorting systems from the automation specialist BOWE INTRALOGISTICS enable them to cover the full spectrum of sorting applications and volumes and to ensure an efficient, constant flow of materials and a fast throughput in internal logistics. The portfolio includes flexible solutions for goods, parcel and packet sorting in a very wide range of sizes and formats, polywrapped or even round goods, fashion items, cosmetics or toys, personalized printed products and photo gifts up to household or electrical items, packaged goods, auxiliary products or prefabricated parts.
Different sorting machines and sorting technologies guarantee a reliable and gentle sorting process. Whatever the spatial constraints of your warehouse, distribution or parcel center, the various sorter models in the BOWE INTRALOGISTICS range mean that it has the optimum sorting system for any requirement. The sorters can be flexibly adapted to restricted spaces and existing processes while still delivering maximum performance. From a simple, basic system up to an intelligent, fully automated logistics sorting solution for maximum throughput and the most demanding applications. Smart sorting systems solutions that leave nothing to be desired.
















OPTISORTER 
 VERTICAL &  HORIZONTAL
###BREADCRUMB###


The OptiSorter Horizontal is configured to maximize flexibility and efficiency. The sorter is able to process an enormous variety of different items from business cards and lipsticks to banana boxes gently and reliably. However, this ultra-reliable distribution installation is also able to easily handle unusually shaped items or ones weighing up to 31.5 kg. With its push-tray technology, the OptiSorter Horizontal is our answer to current cross-belt or tilt-tray sorters – but a significantly lower cost. For anyone looking for maximum performance in the minimum of space, the OptiSorter Vertical is the best choice. Despite its compact configuration, the OptiSorter Vertical offers all the capabilities of a high-performance and versatile sorting system. With the OptiSorter Vertical we have created a cost-effective alternative to a linear sorting system. Just like the OptiSorter Horizontal, it can automatically handle a huge variety of items, packages and parcels from the smallest business card up to bags of dog food.






SPLIT-TRAY & DOUBLE SPLIT-TRAY  SORTER
###BREADCRUMB###
The Split-Tray Sorter redefines sorting efficiency, whether of fashion, books, pharmaceuticals or jewelry. This ‘bomb-bay’ sorter really comes into its own when sorting small packages and light items. Light packaged items or folded apparel weighing up to 5 kg can be processed exceptionally rapidly and gently, regardless of the shape of the item. The Double Split-Tray Sorter, with two compartments per tray, allows performance to be upgraded and throughput can be doubled to as much as 16,000 items per hour – without having to expand the sorting machine.
















Pusher & 
 Arm Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###
The BOWE INTRALOGISTICS Pusher Sorter comes into its own anywhere where reliable sorting is required in the minimum of space. Its linear design means that it is suitable for any warehouse, sorting or distribution center. The sorting machine is ideally suited for small to medium-sized items weighing up to a maximum of 15 kg and stands out through its combination of simplicity and efficiency – whether in relation to its installation, control or maintenance. Capable of up to 5,000 items per hour, the Pusher Sorter is the perfect entry-level solution for the automated sorting of parcels or goods. The Arm Sorter is one of the most cost-effective sorting units on the market. Capable of speeds of up to 2,500 items per hour, it ideal for parcel sorting and logistics centers that process lower volumes. Its unbeatable price-performance ratio and modular design make it the perfect solution for smaller depots or hubs. With its simple configuration, the Arm Sorter focuses on the essential. The upside of this is that not only can it be built and commissioned more quickly, but it is also simpler to operate and maintain.


Pouch 
 Sorter
###BREADCRUMB###
E-commerce and omnichannel fulfillment made easy with the BOWE INTRALOGISTICS Pouch Sorter. The Pouch Sorter offers a flexible and efficient overhead conveyor system that can handle several sales channels from one warehouse. A single sorting system can transport, sort, buffer or sequence hanging, folded and packaged goods up to 2.5 kg, as well as small boxes weighing up to 10 kg. Each of the bag sorter’s sorting blocks is capable of handling up to 7,200 items per hour per sorting block. Paired up with our innovative BCR & RFID technology as well as our high-performance Warehouse Management System (WMS), one sorter can handle both e-commerce orders and retail orders in any desired combination and prepare them in the desired sequence. The Pouch Sorter also has a solution for returns management, which was previously a costly process and frequently carried out by hand. A dynamic buffer allows items that are suitable for resale to be temporarily parked until required for a fresh order. This means that items in high demand no longer need to be sent back for storage. The return to storage of products that are not quick sellers is simplified by pre-sorting them on the basis of their storage areas.












INTUITIVE SYSTEM CONTROL &  NETWORKED PRODUCTION
###BREADCRUMB###
BOWE IQ sorter control software ensures that our sorting systems are intuitive to operate and simple to make ready. Complex system programming becomes a thing of the past and sorting runs can be prepared within a matter of minutes. Thanks to its intuitive operation, the software minimizes training needs, while downtimes and faults are reduced, meaning that the systems can be used more efficiently. The fact that all sorting systems can be networked with each other unlocks the possibility of further measurable productivity increases. Processes can be monitored and optimized across systems and sites. Database-controlled production also means that you don’t miss anything. Seamless item tracking guarantees absolute integrity and traceability. What’s more, interfacing to a Warehouse Management System (WMS) opens up entirely new opportunities for automation and efficiency improvements in your production center. Visit our BOWE IQ software division and see for yourself. 






Find out more about our sorting solutions
###BREADCRUMB###
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YOUR 
WAREHOUSE 
 NEEDS BOWE INTELLIGENCE
###BREADCRUMB###
Intelligent IoT software solutions from BOWE IQ. Control software, Track & Trace, Warehouse Management Systems, auto id technology.
More about BOWE IQ


































FROM PLANNING TO  REALIZATION & BEYOND
###BREADCRUMB###

Find out more about our services





WE SUPPORT YOU. ANY TIME, ANY PLACE, AT ANY STAGE OF YOUR PROJECT. 

Find out more about our services










WE ARE WORLDWIDE BY YOUR SIDE
###BREADCRUMB###




T +49 821 5702-0
 F +49 821 5702-234
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Contact us at our Headquarters in Augsburg or find your local BOWE contact in your country.






Find your local BOWE contact



Find your local BOWE contact
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